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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to compile a.nd analyze data. 
pertaining to China in geography textbooks for the fourth 
grade. 
Textbooks published for this grade usually portray type 
regions of the earth a.nd their influence on human life. Most 
of them have a section about China. The facts, ideas, expla-
nations, visual aids, and study helps in this section and the 
ma.nner of their presentation are important factors in determin- 1 
ing the attitudes and understandings children acquire about 
the country and civilization of the Chinese. 
This compilation and analysis was undertaken in the hope 
that its revelation would indicate the adequacy of data per-
taining to China. in available textbooks for children be~inning 
the study of geography--and, possibly, serve to suggest im-
provements for future publications. 
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CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
This present study is one of several being done this year 
on analysis of materie.l in geography textbooks, especially on 
particular countries· Two of the countries are Argentina and 
Brazil· 
elude 
Previous studies of' material in geography textbooks in-
An Analysis and Classification of' the Questions and 
EXercises in Ten Fourth Grade Geography Books on-rhe 
Basis of the Htgher Mental Processes Required for---
Their SOlution by Laura D· Phillips (unpublished Ed. M. 
Service Paper, 1945 ) 
The Treatment of' Africa in Eight S ixth- ,grade Geo-
graphy TextbookS by Edit~P:-Bixby (unpublished Ed. M. 
Service Paper, Boston University, 1946) 
An Analysis of' sues tions and Exercises in Ten Sixth 
Grauecfeogra'Pfiy Books on the Bas 1 s of' the Iffgher 
M:ente_l Processes-RequirediD. Their SolUTion 
by Irene W· Driscoll (unpublished Ed. M. Service Paper, 
Boston University, 1948). 
The above-mentioned service paper by Laura D. Phillips 
has in it elements within the limits of' this present study. 
The present analysis includes in its description of' each text-
book a section on Study Helps. Some of the textbooks used in 
the Phillips' study have the same titles and publishers as 
those used in this study; namely, 
Atwood, Wallace W· and Thomas, Helen Goss 
Visits in Other Lands· Boston: Ginn and Company, 1938 
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Bodley, G· R· 
Peoples of Other Lands· New York: 
IroquoisPublishing Company, 1941. 
Carpenter, Frances 
Our Nei ghbors Near and Far. 
Boston: American Book Compa ny, 1939. 
McConnell, W· R · 
Ge ogre.p hy Around the world. 
Ne w York: Rand McNalryB:nd Company, 1945 
Stull, De Forest, and Hatch, Roy W· 
Journeys Through Many Lands. 
Boston: Allyn ana-Baco~942. 
However, of these five textbooks, only two in the present 
study have the same copyri ght date; namely , 
Peoples of Other Lands, and 
Geog~aphy Around the World· 
The textbook Geo graphy Around the Wor l d used in the 
present study was the 1948 edition of' the book copyri ghted 
in 1945. 
The conclusions of the study by Laura D· Phillips are: 
1. The study revealed that there were nine 
thousand four hundred eighty-three questions 
and exercises in the ten geography books· 
2. There were seven thousand six hundred 
eighty-six questions and exercises classif ied 
as Recall· 
3. There were one thousand, seven hundred 
ninety-seven questions and exercises classified 
as requiring the use of hi gher mental processes 
for their solution. 
4. Of the total questions and exercises 
18.95 per cent were classified as requir-
ing the hi gher mental processes. 
Miss Phillips further states: 
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The present study reveals that the con-
tribution of the ten geography books 
used in this study to training in the 
higher mental processes is negli gible. 
While descriptions of the Study Helps complete the 
presentation of the China material in the textbooks used 
in this present study, no attempt, beyond what is fairly 
obvious, is made to indicate the mental processes involved. 
In her study of The Treatment of Africa in Eight Sixth-
3rade Geography Textbooks, Miss Bixby determined to find out 
what children would learn from textbooks about Africa. She 
used the following textbooks: 
Atwood, Wallace W· and Thomas, Helen ~. 
Nations Beyond the Se,as, !Jinn and Company, 
Boston, 1940. ---
Bodley, 1). R· and Thurston, E· L., The Old 
World Continents, Iroquois Publishin~ Company, New 
York, 1940. 
Brigham, Albert p. and McFarlane, Charles F., Our 
Continental Nei ghbors, Book III, American Book--
Company, Boston; 1938. 
Smith, J. Russell, Foreign Lands and Peoples, The 
John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1943. 
McConnell, W· R., Living Across the Seas, Rand, 
McNally and Company, New Yor~i-g39.--
Stull, Deforest, and Hatch, noy, Our World Today, 
Allyn and Bacon Company, Boston, 1944. 
Branom, Frederick, K., and Ganey, Helen M., Eastern 
Hemisphere, Book III, \llfilliam Sadlier, Incorporated, 
New York, 1940. 
Barrows, Harlan H., and Parker, Edith p., and Parker, 
Mar ~aret T·, Southern Lands, Silver, Burdett Company, 
New York, 1941. 
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'I 
Her conclusions imply that the concepts children acquire 
as the result of using a. particular geography textbook are 
different from those which they would have acquired if they 
had used a different textbook. 
Her con~lusions indicate that, by their selection of 
textbooks for children, teachers can determine to some extent 
what concepts and knowled ge of P:;eography children will acquire. 
She says: "The use of several texts would be the optimum. 11 
In the ei ght texts the estimated number of runnin~ words 
about Africa varies from ei ght thousand six hundred and thirty-
five to twenty-nine thousand five hundred and thirty; and the 
number of pictures of Afr.ica varies from sixteen to forty-one. 
The following tabulation, items 15 and 11 respectively of 1 
the Bixby Summary !able of Eight Geography Texts, shows that 
the estimated number of running words and the number of pic-
tures in the texts she used do not parallel each other, except \ 
in two geography textbooks; namely, texts E and G. 
Texts ___ A_____ ____B____ _ ___ C___ __D____ ____E___ ___F___ _ __ G ____ ]L__ 
Estimated 
number of 
running--
words 11,255 21,257 11,757 13,422 9,779 10,183 8,635 29,530 
Number of 
p~ctures 
o ach tex_t __ 40 36 24 63 21 35 16 
Irene W· Driscoll's study, An Analysis of Questions and 
Exercises in Ten Sixth Grade Geograph~ Book~ on ~he Basis of 
the Higher Mental Processes Required in Their Solution was 
41 
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undertaken for- the followin .~ rea.s ons: 
(1) to classify questions and exercises in 
the ten s ixth- rsrade ,12;eo.<:sraphy books on 
the basis of the mental processes re-
quired for their solution. 
(2) to determine the degree of the higher 
mental processes, as defined in this 
study, that would be involved in the 
solution of the questions and exercises. 
The study uses 11 hi gher mental processes" to mean "menta l 
a. cti vi ties other than recall,'' such as or cr,a.ni2'.a tion of ideas; 
supplements. tion and use of ideas. 
Text, map, and picture material exercises afforded more 
opportunity for use of the hi ~her mental processes involving 
supplementation and use of ideas than did text, map, and pic-
ture material exercises involving organization of ideas. 
Text material exercises involvin~ the use of hi ~her 
mental processes were fewer than were map and picture material 
exercises. The questions and ~xercises were classified and 
analyzed in the two following groups: 
(1) questions found in the chapters and 
at the end of chapters or any other 
definite section of the text 
(2) questions and exercises found under 
maps, pictures, and diagrams. 
An article by PearlS· Buck published in The Ne w York 
Times Ma gazine on October 23, 1949, condensed a.nd published 
in the Reader's Digest in January, 1950, entitled Dan~erous 
Myths About China directly and authoritatively implies that 
the Chinese have fed themselves heartily and well for a long 
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time, and rejects as a myth "tha.t China's basic problem is 
hun~er" and declares "It will be a myth difficult to re-
linquish, for it is an easy explanation of China's troubles." 
The article also states that the occasional famines are 
not caused by basic food shortage but by flood or drought, and 
stresses 
China's vast terri tory • . . . . • 
can easily remedy any local famine, 
given roads enough. Lack of communi-
cations has long been a basic problem 
in China. . .. it was often cheaper 
and ea.s ier in some famines to ship 
wheat from the United States and Canada 
than it was to bring it 300 miles over 
a Chinese country road on donkey- and 
man-back. 
The article presents the following as another myth. 
That since most Chinese are illiterate 
they are, therefore, ignorant. Actually, 
there is surprisingly little connection 
between illiteracy and i ~norance ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Knowing how to read does not mean that 
one reads or even thinks. Wisdom is the 
essential element of civilization, and of 
wisdom the Chinese have ' much. 
Pearl g. Buck is an author who has spent a good part of 
forty years in China. 
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CHAPTER III' 
PROCEDURE 
The main goal of this ,st . url:y. is to compile data about 
China, under appropriate headings, to show simultaneously 
aggregate information and individual facts contained in eight 
textbooks used to introduce the study of geography to pupils--
usually children in grade four. 
The following list of eight geography textbooks for use 
in grade four was taken from a Bibliography of Textbooks in 
the Social Studies by Alice !_: Spieseke published by the 
National Council for the Social Studies in September, 1949. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
Atwood, Wallace W· and Thomas, Helen G., Visits in 
Other Lands, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1947 --
Bodley~ G. R., Peoples of Other Lands, New York: 
Iroquois Publishing Company, 1941 
Carpenter, Frances, Our Nei~hbors Near and Far, 
Boston: American Book Company, 19~--
Jansen, William and Allen, Nellie B., How People 
L.ive, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1947--
McConnell, Wallace R., Geofa.phy Arru nd the world, 
New York: Rand McNally an Company, 194-a-
Smith, J. Russell, World Geography for Elementary 
Schools, Philadelphia: The John c. Winston Company, 
1945-
Smith, J. Russell, and Sorenson, Frank E., Neighbors 
Around the World, Philadelphia: The John c. Winston 
Company -;-1947-
Stull, De Forest and Hatch, Roy \'F/., Journeys Throu&'!;h 
Many Lands, Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1942 
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Hereinafter, when any of the above-named texts are re-
fer~ed to in the tablesi the letter designations will be used 
instead of the names of the texts. 
The China content of these textbooks was examined from 
the point of view of: 
(1) Ideas presented 
(2) General organization 
(3) Visual aids 
(4) study helps. 
A list of hea.dings, arranged alphabetically, was set up 
and all pertinent de.ta--signif'.-icant geographic or economic 
content--were arranged in time sequence, order of importance, 
or alphabetically thereunder. Individual facts were listed . 
once only. 
In addition, complete data abou.t Cloth in~ were compiled; 
that is, all information about Clothing was either quoted 
directly or the essentie.l · ideas were carefully summarized. 
This further compilation of date. about Clothing was made 
for the purpose of facilitating a comparative analysis, and, 
at the same time, serving as e. source for analysis of data in 
a specific area of information for each of the eight 
textbooks. 
A description of each textbook treatment of China was 
made using the headings 
General organization, 
Visual aids, and 
9 
Study helps. 
Tibet was not included in this study, because it was 
introduced in only one of the eight textbooks examined. 
our Neighbors Near And Far refers once to Tibet as one or 
four provinces surrounding China proper, and directs, "Point 
to Tibet on the ma.p." 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The following descriptions indicate the data pertainin~ 
to China presented in geography textbooks published primarily 
for use by pupils be ginning the study of ~ ography. 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE CHINA CONTENT 
OF EACH OF THE EIGHT TEXTBOOKS 
VISITS IN OTHER LANDS 
By Wallace W. Atwood and Helen Gos s Thomas 
Pictures by Marjorie ~uennell 
Colored maps by Eugene Kingman 
Copyri ght, 1947, by Ginn and Company, Boston , Mass. 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION 
Sumal and Leta. in China. is the title of' the China. content 
of Visits in Other Lands which is presented in four mqin de-
visions; nam.el'Y , 
The Land Where Sil k-rna king Be gan 
A Village of Farmin g; Families 
In the Rice Fields 
As the Seasons Come and Go. 
Each division is a unit of information in itself. 
Suma.i a.nd Lota. are friendly children who, because of 
physical environment, live differently from the way we do, 
but who are not inherently different from us. They t a ke a.n 
important part in helping their parents a.nd neighbors carry 
on various activities· 
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We learn about mulberry trees, silkworms, and silk; and, 
at the same time, what part these two children take in help-
ing their busy families with picking mulberry leaves and feed-
ing the silkworms. We learn about the cocoons and that Surnai's 
family sells them to a factory, and 
In the factory the cocoons are unwound 
and the fibers are twisted to make what 
we call raw silk·. 
We hope with Sumai that the story about the little 
princess' discovery of strange worms spinning their cocoons, 
and that the princess' mother, the Lady of Si-Ling 
was the first person ever to spin thread 
of silkworm ~iber and to weave silk cloth 
is true. And the fact that silk-making began in China con-
firmed in the following paragraph strengthens our hope and 
helps us understand the fact. 
This is the kind of story which we call 
a legend, because it is so old that we 
do not know whether it is true or not. 
But we do know that silk-making be~n in 
China, and that the Lady of Si-Lin~ had 
something to do with it. 
VISUAL AIDS 
There are twenty-five illustrations--twenty-three blRck 
and white and gray pictures, one full-page colored picture, 
and a black and white and· gray map done by Marjorie Q.uennell, 
an "artist whose field of specialization is the histor.ical 
development of modes of living, past and present." 
The illustrations are on pa~s of the text where related 
information is. For all practical purposes, the pictUres 
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illustrate life in all its aspects and in detail as described 
in the text. The pictures convey the impression that life in 
China is purposeful, embracing work and fun. 
STUDY HELPS 
The ma.p on page 149 called "A map of the central part of 
China, where Suma.i and Leta. live" ha.s a "KEY'' which includes 
suma.i's home 
Seaport 
Inland cities 
Railroads 
Navigable rivers. 
On the same page is a. study-help lesson called Reading 
~Map. 
Other study helps listed below a.re designed to stimulate 
children to action. 
some Questions about the Yangtze Plain 
Can You Explain? 
Volunteer Teamwork 
Rice work to Put in Order 
Some Rice Questions 
Questions about the Crop Year 
The Something to Remember about China has in it some 
philosophy that is a good lesson in itself· 
As you say good-by to Sumai and Leta, 
you will like to remember that you have 
seen some of the smallest farms in the 
world. Millions of Chinese families 
live on farms as small a.s these. 
In the cities of China. there are a good 
many well-to-do people, and some very 
rica people· There are some farmers too 
who have enough land to be well off. But 
China is so crowded with people that most 
of them are poor. 
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In spite of all their hard work, the 
people like those of Suma.i' s village 
are not able to have many things that 
they don't really need. But if they 
get enough food from their tiny farms 
and enough money to buy the other things 
they need, they are happy. Because they 
work hard for what they have, they enjoy 
it." 
PEOPLES OF OTHER LANDS 
By G. R. Bodley 
Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc., Syracuse, New York 
Copyright, 1941, By Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc. 
GENERAL ORSANIZATION 
The part of Peoples of Other Lands about China is en-
titled The Chinese--A People That Have L.ived Apart From The 
Rest Of The World· 
The main theme that China is "behind the rest of the 
world in its ways of doing things," and tb.at !'it will take 
a long time for China to catch up with the progress of the 
rest of the world" cushions a success ion· of facts (Some, 
such as "Their eyes are almond-shaped and slant upward toward 
the outer edges." could be challen"Sed) . throughout the presen-
tation. 
Rice is presented in eight sentences; namely, 
Rice is a swamp plant and grows best on 
wet lands. The Chinese rice farmers make 
their fields perfectly flat. Then they 
build low walls of clay around them. After 
this they flood their fields by letting in 
water through canals leading from the rivers. 
Sometimes they have to pump or carry the 
water by hand. In the shallow water they 
set out the rice plants. When the rice is 
ripe they drain off the water, gather the 
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stalks, and leave them to dry. Later, 
they thresh, or bea t out, the rice 
grains by hand. 
Generally spea.kin~ it's doubtful if such . a. statement as 
"The Chinese rice farmers make their fields perfectly flat, '' 
helps children be ginnin~ the study of ge o~raphy to understand 
or know how or why "rice farmers make their fields perfectly 
fla. t ." Such a. statement, unexpa.nded, mi~ht l ull them into 
caring not at all· 
VISUAL AIDS 
There are nine pictures, all depictin ~ life in China. as 
a. pretty grim affair. The pictures are in groups. There are 
three on a. pa. ~e- Under each group and numbered to corresp ond 
with their picture is a series of facts. For example, the 
printed facts for picture 3 on the pa s~e opposite pa f?:e 75 are: 
3. A poor Chinese farmer and his child 
looking for a. new home. Pew of the Chinese 
can afford to buy silks. Most or. them are 
so poor that they must work hard even to 
live. Almost everything the man in this 
picture owns is piled on his wheelbarrow. 
His clothes are r agged and poor in quality, 
and he finds it hard to get f ood enough f or 
himself and his child. 
STUDY HELPS 
There is a. section entitled I Should Remember under which 
there are thirteen items. Number 2 is: 
2. MoPe than one -fifth of all the people 
in the world live in a part of China. which 
is about one-half as large as the United 
States. 
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Also, there is a list of six topics to talk about, a 
fact-rece.ll exercise of twenty-one items, and a Glass Pro1ect 
which directs that the class be divided into ten groups, each 
group to find information about one of ten topics listed. 
From each group, one child is selected to tell the rest of the 
class what his group has found out. 
OIJR NEIGHBORS NEAR AND FAR 
---"By Frances carpenter --
Copyright, 1946, by American Book Company, Boston, Mass. 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION 
The Far-away Land of the Chinese is the name of the part 
of this book about China. Our Neighbors Near And Far sets 
forth in concise form a group of related facts under a series 
of topics. For example, the topic The Wise Men of china is 
comprised of the following facts: 
In those olden days the Chinese were 
far ahead of the other nations of the 
world. They had artists and poets and 
many learned men. They were the first 
to spin silk, to print books, to .rna ke 
fine dishes, and to plow the land. 
They are thou ,ght to have made compasses, 
gunpowder, and many more things earlier 
than other people. 
Also, we meet two Chinese children, Ah Long (means "Little 
Dra gon") and Pao Pay {means "Precious Pearl")--
their child names. They will have others 
when they grow up. 
A further description of these children follows: 
The boy and girl whom we are visiting 
today belong to a very poor family. 
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They do not seem unhappy, however, and 
they meet us with smiles. They bow, 
and each shakes his own hand in the 
Chinese form of greeting. The Chinese 
are a very polite and courteous people. 
The topic Curious Chinese Foods tells a bout 
rice with a sauce of soy beans 
pickled eggs and bird's-nest soup 
tender green shoots of bamboo 
delicious fruits and melons 
horse meat and donkey meat 
camel steaks 
tough meat of the water buffalo 
and ends with the following statements: 
When the floods come, the water sometimes 
ruins the crops of grain, and there is 
almost no food. such a time is called 
a famine. Then the people eat dogs, cats, 
and even rats and mice to keep themselves 
from starving. 
VISUAL AIDS 
The pictures have captions which direct attention to 
them and make statements which cannot always be confirmed 
by the picture. Part of the printed ma. tter under a picture 
which shows "the harbor of Canton" states 
Many of the Chinese boats have two 
great eyes painted on their prow. 
There are many boats in the picture, but none clear enough for 
an observer to determine whether or not "eyes" are painted on 
their prows. 
Under another picture is the followin~: 
The Great Wall of China. was built more 
than 2000 years aq;o. Notice the watch 
tower every hundred yards. 
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The whole of the topic The Great Wall of China which is on the 
--·-------
page preceding the picture is quoted below. 
For years the Chinese did not want travelers 
from other lands. They feared strangers. 
The sea, mountains, and vast deserts in 
their provinces protected them from most 
of their nei ghbors. To shut their land 
completely away from the rest of the world, 
they built a mi ghty wall that ran over mountain 
and valley for a distance as far as from New 
York to Omaha. 
The Great Wall of China is about as hi gh as 
a two-story house. It is built of earth and 
stone and it is so broad that a cart mi ght 
be driven along its top. If you could walk 
fifteen miles a day, it would take you about 
three and one half months to tramp from one 
end of it to the other. 
Hundreds of watch towers were built along 
the Great Wall, and soldiers kept back all 
strangers. Foreign sailing ships were 
seldom allowed to land at the seaports. 
For thousands of years China lived alon~. 
In all, there are eighteen pictures, and two less-than-
full-pa ge uncolored maps. 
STUDY HELPS 
The study helps are really bids for recall of facts. 
One of them is introduced by the action-provoking sentence 
Pretend that you are a Chinese farmer 
boy or girl. 
which is followed by: 
Write the story of how you dress and 
how you live. Tell the followin~ thing;s: 
How you differ in appearance from children 
of the white race. 
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Why so many people in your cruntry e.re 
poor. 
How the rich city folk dress. 
In e.ll, there e.re thirteen uthingsu for the child who pretends 
he is e. Chinese fe.rmer child to tell· Tee.chers, tea.chers of 
writing, writers, or others interested in fostering honest e.nd 
exe.ct ima~ine.tion would be justified in questioning the 
genuineness of the exercise e.s e. whole. The text does not 
give the impression the.t many of the fe.rmers' children would 
know "How the rich city folk dress 11 or e. bout "Rich homes in 
the city,n except, possibly by hee.rse.y. 
There e.re 
Questions to Answer 
Notes for Our D ie.ries 
Letters to Switzerle.nd 
things to do 
For Our Museum 
two .lists to make 
of things we he.ve lee.rned e.bout 
Old Chine. e.nd New China.. 
HOW PEOPLE LIVE 
~y Willie.m Jansen 
and 
Nellie B· Allen 
Copyright, 1947, By William Je.nsen and Nellie B. Allen 
Published by Ginn and Cornpe.ny, Boston, Ma.ss. 
~ENERAL ORGANIZATION 
The general organize.tion of the Chine. content of 
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How People Live is consistent with the plan set forth in the 
Preface of the book which states in part: 
This book introduces the pupils to a 
study of geography through three lines 
of approach. In text, exercises, and 
illustrations it makes prominent the 
idea of the interdependence of people 
in providing the necessities of life,--
food, clothing , and shelter. It furnishes 
a basic study of environment in order to 
develop in the pupils' minds clear 
geographical concepts and the idea of 
maps. It emphasizes the principle that 
the lives of people depend to a lar ge 
extent on geographical conditions. 
The first sentence of On The Other Side Of The World 
which is the title of the whole part of the book he.vin~ to do 
with China is: 
China is a wonderful country. 
This sentence sets the tone for the whole presentation. 
some discussion of the part Marco Polo played in arous-
ing people's interest in China serves to introduce the lo-
cation of China by suggestin~ the pupils trace the route he 
followed on the globe in their schoolroom. 
Assuming they have found China on the globe, attention 
is directed to the fact the. t "S oo Sin~ and his family," one 
of four stories "about this country which Marco Polo, the 
most famous traveller of his time, described," lives " on the 
other side of the world from us." 
At this point the idea that the earth is always moving 
and that ''It turns around once every day" is introduced and 
developed by means of activity in the schoolroom to the end 
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that day and ni ght are explained, and carried on to the point 
that readers could hardly fail to answer correctly the question 
at the end of the topic People on the other side of the world. 
What do you think Soo Sing is doin~ now 
while you are reading this story in your 
schoolroom? 
VISUAL AIDS 
The visual aids in this book are nineteen small pictures, 
labeled with rather complete captions, and frequently 
questions. On pa ge 15.9, for example, on which the text treats 
of The harbor of Shanghai, there is a picture of the harbor 
with the following printed material under it. 
Boat life on the river at Shan~hai. 
Some of the Chinese that live on 
these boats have never been on land. 
They have never slept in a house in 
their lives and never walked on a 
sidewalk or on a road. Should you 
like to make your home on a boat all 
your life? 
On pa ge 167, there is a topic Carryi~ the tea to market. 
On this pa ge, there is a picture showin~ coolies carryin~ tea. 
The printed material under the picture follows. 
Fi gure 172. Chinese coolies carrying 
tea over the mountains. Each bale of 
tea weighs ninety pounds. How many 
pounds is the man at the right carry-
ing? 
These two examples are cited to point out that the 
illustrations are placed to aid in clarifying the printed 
China content. 
STUDY HELPS 
There are study helps of an activity nature including 
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Playing earth and sun 
Making up stories 
What Soo Sing's people do and what 
we do--making a list of things 
we do that would seem s tr~:tn :~e to 
Soo Sing's people 
Playing with letters 
Some ''becauses" to finish 
A story about canals--to complete 
by filling blank spaces 
Questions Soo Sing asks you to answer 
Guess 1ng thoughts 
Something to find out--if we raise rice, 
and whether we raise all we need 
Telling four ways the Chinese have helped 
us 
Watching caterpillars and cocoons 
Looking at tea leaves. 
GEOGRAPHY AROUND THE WORlD 
By w. R· McconneTI 
Art Cartography in Perspective Maps 
By Valdemar Paulsen 
Copyright, 1945, By Rand McNally & Company 
Edition of 1948 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION 
China in Geography Around The World is in the part of the 
book entitled On the Other Side of the World. 
A steamship captain tells us 
If you ever get tired of sailing the 
skies, it will be when you fly over 
Asia. You'll think there is no end 
of the land. You have no idea how bi g, 
how immense that country is until you 
have flown across it. Then you are 
too tired to care . 
. . . . . . Just as you be gin to feel 
that your journey is never to end, you 
come to one of the most interesting 
countries in the world. That is China. 
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This book presents one section of China A Land Called 
----=~ 
Szechwan rather than the whole country, but the reader gains 
much the same general impreseion of the country as from other 
texts, because farming, houses, occupations, the city of 
Chengtu, and other aspects of Chinese life are described. 
The people themselves are described as follows: 
These people are not very large and 
not very tall and they are ce~tainly 
not fat at all· 
Their skin is a reddish-brown like 
the earth which they work so faith-
fullY· We had always thou ght that 
all Chinese have a yellowish skin. 
Now we know better. It is only the 
Chinese people who live indoors much 
of the time who have a yellowish skin. 
The faces of farmers and of other out-
door workers are tanned a deeper color by the 
hot sun and the wind. Their strai ght black 
hair is not often carefully combed. It is 
more likely to be rather rumpled. Their 
small, dark eyes are deep-set. 
Besides A Land Galled Szechwan, there is a section about 
the city of Canton called Canton By The South China Sea. 
VISUAL AIDS 
Besides "A picture of a globe showing our route from 
Hammerfest to Canton, 11 there are thirteen pictures, placed 
to aid in visualizing the text. 
STUDY BELPS 
At the be ginning and again at the end of the China content 
there is a study help called Making the Globe Tell ~ Story. 
It directs readers to trace routes on the pictures of globes. 
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WORLD GEOGRAPHY FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
By J. Russell Smith 
Gopyri ,ght, 1945, By The John C. Wins ton c ompa.ny 
Phila.delphia 
in Great Britia.n and in the British Oominions and 
Possessions 
in the Commonwealth of the Philippines 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION 
According to information about The Plan of this ~ 
addressed To Teachers, it teaches "about man and life as well 
-- ---
as about the earth itself" of selected type places. 
The section of world Geography For Elementary Schools 
about China is entitled The Chinese--A Nation Separated From 
Other Nations. 
The first two paragraphs are: 
Most people would be glad to take a 
trip to China.. 
The Chinese are very interestin~ people· 
Their country is in eastern Asia. When 
you have found it on the ~lobe, put one 
hand on China and the other hand on your 
own state. You then see that there are 
two directions in which we mi ght go to 
China. We may go eastward from where 
you live and we may go westward from 
where you live. One quick route to China 
from any part of our country is to go to 
one of the large Pacific seaports--Seattle, 
San Francisco, or Los Angeles--and take a 
fast steamer westward across the Paci~ic 
Ocean. In fourteen or fifteen days we 
reach the city of Shanghai. Shanghai is 
a great seaport at the edge of China.. 
The next two pa ges of the text are of a relief map of 
Asia, and the following pa ge tells about lar~e rivers, a flat 
land, the great plain, and hi .~hlands. It als·o introduces to 
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us the fact that we are going to see Li Wang, a Chinese boy, 
eleven years old, whose father is a farmer, and whose uncle is 
Wing Fu, a boatman. Li wang won a trip down the canal to 
Shanghai because he learned to quote without a mistake two 
hundred pages of "a certain book made by a great Chinese 
named Confucius • " 
We take the trip with Li Wang, and, by so doing, learn 
about life in a houseboat on the river. 
Under a subdivision called The Chinese Villa~e And Farm 
we visit Li's home in a villa~e of one hundred families, and 
learn about the life of these people, all farmers. 
The association with Li is carried into the section about 
Growing Tea, and The Chinese, .An Economical And Busy Peopf.e. 
From there on through The Chinese New Year, Roads And Transpor-
tat~on, and A Country Isolated And Old, we take our facts 
without reference to L1· 
The following two samples of C'hinese poetry are given. 
OATHS OF FRIENDSHIP 
If you were riding in a coach 
And I were wearin~ a li,* 
And one day we met in~he road, 
You would get down and bow. 
It' you were carrying a tenb!:,.:A-.;~ 
And I were riding en a horse, 
And one day we met in the road, 
I would get down for you. 
*Li means a peasant's coat made of straw. 
**Teng means an umbrella under which a cheap-Jack sells 
~his wares. 
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Shang Ye.1 
I want to be your friend 
Forever and ever without break or decay. 
When the hills are all flat 
And the ri ver·s a.re all dry, 
When it lightens and thunders in winter, 
When it rains a.nd snows in summer, 
When heaven and earth mingle--
Not till then will I part from you. 
VISUAL AIDS 
The thirty-eight pictures, although not all clear in de-
tail, are real aids in visualizing the printed text. The maps-
a relief map, and a political map of Asia, and two small maps 
on one of which we are directed to trace "an a.ll-wa.ter route 
to China. byway of Honolulu"--are helpful visual aids. 
STUDY HELPS 
The maps just mentioned in Visual Aids, to~ther with the 
accompaning directions, are the study helps. Also, there a.re 
three groups of 
Things To Do Or To Think About. 
Number 1 of one of these directs: 
Copy the following para graph. Leave in 
only the statements that are correct. 
NEElHBORS AROUND THE WORLD 
By J. Russell Siii.n"h a.nd FrankE. Sorenson 
Illustrated by Lorence F· Bjorklund and Nell Reppy 
Cartography byDr. Hubert A· Bauer 
Copyright, 1947, by The John C. Winston Company 
Philadelphia. 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION 
Neighbors Around The World is based on the assumption 
that peoples all over the world are neighbors. 
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The data about China are not all in one section. The 
China content is not a unit in itsel~, but, in keepin~ with 
the book as a whole, is presented as several separate units 
each o~ which usually is treated in comparison with a similar 
unit o~ information about other regions o~ the world. 
The chapter Large Farms in Our Land about farmin~ at 
Mr· Jenkin's in the corn belt of the United States of America 
is ~ollowed by the Chapter Small Farms in China about farming 
at Mr· Ling's in the corn belt of China. At the Lin~ ~arm, 
the reader ~inds weather, soil, and principal crops similar 
to those on the Jenkins ~arm; but modes of living and methods 
o~ ~arming quite di~ferent. The comparisons are nicely drawn. 
Transition ~rom one topic to another is easy and the 
various areas of information are enlivened by the introduction 
of revealing incidents, as, for example, the followin g story 
which is included under the heading Writi~ and Read1n~ . 
A few years ago, Chang, a little boy 
who lived in China, went to a new 
kind of school. The teacher had 
studied in an American colle~e. He 
taught Chang to read from an -American 
reader that had been changed to the 
Chinese language. Chang took the 
book home and read his lesson aloud 
to his grandmother. 
His grandmother was not pleased when 
Chang read, "The-cat-can-catch-the-rat." 
"Catch a rat~ indeed!" said she. "Of 
course the cat can catch a rat. Every-
one knows thatl Why does not the book 
teach something worth remembering?" 
Chang could not answer this question. 
Then grandmother stood up. She said 
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from memory things she had learned in 
her first reader. 
She said, ttone kind word will keep you 
warm for three winters." 
"The kind-hearted have no enemies." 
"When a hasty word has once been spoken, 
a team of four horses cannot bring it 
back a :~a in." 
Grandmother learned these "Wise sayings" 
and many. others from her first reader. 
She remembered them all her life. 
The Chinese want their boys a.nd girls 
to learn these things. They think it 
is very important for everyone to be 
polite and kind. 
VISUAL AIDS 
Superficially observed, the pictures a. bout life in China 
are good and informative, but close study of' them evokes 
questions for which they afford no answers. Pa ge 169, for 
example, has a global map picture at the top and a picturei}, 
presumably, of rice fields at the bottom. Between these two 
illustrations is the following printed matter: 
Asia. and Australia have areas of la.rrl 
suited to growing cotton and rice. 
Compare the loca. tion of the cotton-
and rice-growing area in China with its 
corn- and wheat-growing section. 
*Note: This same picture is in Journeys Throu~h Many Lands. 
More of it is shown in the latter book. The picture is 
credited to Paul ~u1llumette, and the printed caption states: 
"View Of A Large Rice Field From The Burma Road. In the fore-
ground the straight linss are irrigation ditches; the curves 
are dams to hold the water back in each small level patch." 
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It is not clear whether the picture illustrates a part of 
Australia or China--the trees are unlike any described in the 
China content, although the land is divided into sections 
which probably are rice fields. Perhaps an area in either 
Australia or China could look quite like the picture. The 
picture is credited to "c. N· s. from Guillumette." 
On page 170, there is a picture with the caption "Chinese 
paddle a wheel in an irrigation ditch." The word irrigation is 
not used in any part of the book th~t is about China, althou~h 
it is used in other parts of the book, and is given in the 
Index and Glossary as follows: 
v y 0 
irrigation (i r' i- g a' shun), 
the furnishing of a water supply, by 
ditches or canals, to land under 
cultivation; 134, 136, 143, 183. · 
On the other hand, both page 169, described above, and 
page 105 which is similar in arrangement--that is, at the top, 
there is a global map illustration, and, at the bottom, a pic-
ture showing the type of area indicated on the global map 
illustration present visual aids obviously designed to focus 
attention on the real aspect of an area and its representation 
on a map. 
STUDY HELPS 
The study helps are comprised of questions to answer and 
directions to follow. For example, after the division The 
Ling Fami!l in the chapter Small Fa~ in China, there are 
these questions and directions: 
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1· In which continent is Chin~? 
2. Loc~te Chin~ on ~ globe or map. 
Point to the Wh~ng River. 
3. Why ~re the f~rms in Chin~ so 
very sm~ll? 
Also, there ~re Some Things to Do ~nd A Short guiz. There ~re 
five things to do listed. The fourth is: 
4. Write ~ story ~bout the Chinese 
New Year or the Feast of L~nterns. 
In the short quiz, the children ~re directed to 
Arr~nge your paper in three columns he~ded 
with these words--
1· United St~tes 
2. Chin~ 
3. United States ~nd Chin~. 
Place in each column the words and phr~ses 
below that describe the column's heading. 
JOURNEYS THROUGH MANY LANDS 
By De Forest St~and Roy W. H~tch 
Copyright, 1946 By Allyn ~nd B~con, Boston, Mass. 
Edition, 1947 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION 
To The Land Of Ancient Farmers--Chin~ is the title of the 
----
part of Journeys T?rough M~ny Lands th~t is ~bout Chin~. "We 
tr~vel westw~rd for over two weeks until we fin~lly re~ch 
· v I -) It Shanghai (s . ~ h a n ~ h 1 , in China. 
"From Sh~ngh~i we take a short trip into the country to 
see what Chinese farming is like." Under the topic Chinese 
F~rmers, the st~tement just quoted introduces us to ~ number 
of facts, the first two of which ~re 
The district around Shangh~i h~s 
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nearly 1000 people to the square mile, 
and in all China there are over three 
times as many people as in our own 
country. 
Other facts are about farmers, their hard lives, their houses, 
about tea, and the grea. t canal to Tientsin. 
All of this material, together with a picture A Chinese 
Truck Farm is on pa ge 136. 
The whole China content including pictures, maps, and 
study helps is on pa ges 131 through and including 143. Seven 
of t~se pages are completely used for the route of travel to 
China, pictures, maps, or study helps. On the remaining six 
pages, besides the pictures, there are one hundred forty-one 
facts, not including any which might be implied in the follow-
ing final paragraph. 
After our visit to the Great Wall and 
an interesting stay in the quaint city 
of Peipin~, we return by the railroad 
to Hankow~ Here we find our river 
steamer, on which we travel down the 
Yangtze to the Whangpoo and Shan~hai, 
where we again ~t aboard an ocean 
liner, bound this time for Australia. 
The authors themselves · in the Foreword have the following 
to say about "Written Material" of Journeys Throu g;h Many Lands. 
Geo graphy is alive, rich, and colorful, 
dealing with real people living on a real 
earth. The authors communicate this spirit 
to the pupils by vivid descriptions in sim-
ple language, keeping in mind the main ob-
jective of all geography work, which is to 
teach pupils how to see things with ~eo­
graphical eyes and to think in geographical 
terms. 
De F • S. 
R. W· H. 
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VISUAL AIDS 
The fourteen pictures are small· They bear out the 
general impression the text imparts--that China is a land 
crowded with people who work hard all of the time. 
There is a two-page bla.ck-a.nd-gra. y journey-around-the 
world map and a colored physical-political map of Asia which 
features 11 Hei ghts In Feet," ''Depths In Fathoms,'' and shows 
Capitals, Railroads, and Canals· Also, there is a. colored 
relief map of Asia. 
STUDY HELPS 
The study helps, Map Questions and Activities, most 
children in grade four would like· 
The guestions, Activities, and A Ten-Word Test call for 
answers which are in the text. 
ANALYSIS OF FACTS FOUND ON CHINA 
--· - -----
The compilation of pertinent geographic data pertaining 
to China. includes four hundred and forty-eight facts, only 
four of which are in all ei ght textbooks; namely , 
(1) Farms are ' small 
(2) Modern ways of travel are few 
(3) Rice is a common crop 
(4) Rice plants are set out in shallow water. 
The followin~ two facts are in seven of the textbooks: 
(l) Parts of China are good far farmin~. 
(2) Rice is the chief food. 
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The following seven facts are in six of the textbooks. 
(1) People wear cotton clothes the year round. 
(2) Rice seedlings are about twelve inches hi gh. 
(3) Rice plants are set out in the fields. 
(4) Sampans are often houses for f a milies. 
(5) Shanghai is at the mouth of the Yan~tze River. 
(6) Tea bushes are cared for carefullY· 
(7) There are many boats on the Yangtze River. 
The following twelve facts are in five of the textbooks. 
(1) For thousands of years students studied 
mainly the writings of Confucius. 
(2) There are millions of Chinese farmers. 
(3) All good 1 and is used to grow food. 
(4) Tea is a common crop. 
(5) Wheat is a common crop ~ 
( 6) Ve 'Set ables are a common crop. 
(7) Rice and wheat straw, twi gs, weeds, and 
grass are used for fuel. 
(8} Wood is scarce. 
(9) Rice is a thirsty plant. 
(10) Rice straw is saved for fuel and buffa.loes. 
(11) Tea leaves are dried in a special way. 
(12) Much tea is sent to other countries. 
The facts were compiled under the following headings. 
Animals 
Belts 
Boats 
Canals 
Cities 
Cloth ing 
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Education 
Farms and farming 
Fishing 
Food 
Fuel 
Games and celebrations 
Great Wall of China 
Houses 
Inventions and discoveries 
Mulberry trees and leaves 
Plains 
Rice 
Rivers 
Seasons 
Silkworms 
Soil 
Soybeans and soy 
Tea 
Travel 
Wheat 
wood 
Table I is a compilation of the four hundred forty-eight 
facts on China found in the ei ght fourth-grade geography text -
books. 
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I. 
TABLE I 
FACTS FOUND ON CHINA IN EIGHT FOURTH-GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
ANIMALS 
Bears 
are found in the north 
Chickens 
are raised by farmers 
take up little room 
eat weeds and garbage 
Camels 
are shaggy 
in caravans bring furs down from 
the north 
Cats 
often live on sampans 
Cormorants 
are taught to catch fish for the 
river people 
Cows 
draw plows and carts 
are not kept 
Dogs 
are tied on sampans 
are pets and watchdogs 
are sent to other countries--
Chow and Pekingese lap dogs 
Ducks 
swim in the stubble of the 
paddies and get fat on grains 
which fall from rice heads 
during harvest 
are kept by farmers 
swim in canals 
often are raised on sampans 
Elephants 
roam in the jungle of the south 
Geese 
are raised for food 
Goats 
are raised by nomads of Chinese 
deserts 
Hares 
have to be driven away from 
crops 
Leopards 
are found in the north 
Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Pigs 
live on scraps and waste 
are kept for the feast at New 
Year's 
Rats 
have to be driven away from 
crops 
Rabbits 
have to be driven away from 
crops 
Rhinoceros 
roam through the jungles of 
the far south 
Sheep 
are raised by nomads of Chinese 
deserts 
Squirrels 
have to be driven away from 
crops 
Tigers 
are found in the north 
Water buffaloes 
are big and strong 
look fierce, but are gentle 
are work animals 
have broad hoofs 
don't sink in the mud 
are cheap to keep 
eat rice straw 
eat grass that grows in streams 
have stalls in sheds 
dr~w wooden ploughs 
pull stone rollers 
tread out rice seed 
pull grinding wheels 
cool off in pools 
skin must not get perfectly dry 
are dangerous if skin gets dry 
Wolves 
are found in the north 
BELTS 
China is located in the middle 
latitudes 
China 'stretches about as far 
north as the United States does 
The part farthest south is just 
within the warm belt of the 
earth 
Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
XX 
X 
Total 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 • 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
The central part of China is in 
the north temperate belt of the 
earth 
The corn belt is in the cool part 
of the country 
The cotton belt is in the warm 
part of the country 
The cotton belt is south of the 
corn belt 
BOATS 
are hauled upstream by teams 
of men called trackers 
Barges 
carry freight 
Ferryboats 
are the smallest boats on rivers 
have neither sails nor trackers 
are rowed by two strong men 
ferry people from one side of the 
river to the other 
Houseboats 
are large boats 
are homes for people 
Junks 
have straw sails 
have masts and odd-shaped sails 
are large 
are sometimes pulled with ropes 
· by men on shore 
are everywhere on the rivers and 
canals in Central China 
carry all kinds of goods 
Motorboats 
take passengers on the canals 
Ocean liners 
make Canton Harbor lively 
Sailboats 
are on the rivers and canals 
Sampans 
are small boats 
have decks 
are everywhere on the rivers and 
canals in Central China 
carry goods from place to place 
are often houses for families 
Steamers 
carry passengers on the Yangtze 
River 
Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
X 
X 
X 
K 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
6 
2 
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Texts 
AB C DEFGH 
carr y many things to China--
they are in the harbor at 
Shanghai 
CANALS 
There are thousands of miles of 
canals 
connect the rivers 
make waterways for boats 
are a source of water for 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
flooding rice fields X X X 
The Grand Canal stretches through 
the country from north to south 
The Grand Canal is the longest 
canal in the world 
The Grand Can~l is ne~rly 1000 
miles long 
No other country in the world has 
so many canals as China. 
CITIES 
The l~rgest ci t ies are near rivers x 
Canton 
X 
X 
X 
X 
has a fine airport x 
is in the south x x 
most of it's forei gn trade moves 
through the Hong Kong harbor x 
is important 
Chengtu 
is a city of Szechwan x 
is on a thickly settled pl~in x 
is enclosed by gre a t walls--
more tha n 2000 years old x 
is beautiful, dusty, and very old x 
houses are packed closely toge~her x 
is a. busy city of strange and 
interesting si ~hts x 
families live in streets according 
to what they make--families of -
silversmiths, etc.--guilds x 
Hankow 
Ha.nkow, wuchang , Hanyang are near 
together 
Hankow, wuchang , and Hanyang 
together are known as \Vu-Han 
Hankow is 600 miles up the Yangtze 
River x x 
Nanking 
is the capital of China. x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3. 
1 
~he_1hird la.r est cit on 
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the Yangtze 
Peiping 
is in the north 
was China's a nc ie nt capital 
Shanghai 
is at the mouth of the Yangtze 
River 
The part of Shanghai where 
Americans and Europeans live 
is like cities in America and 
Europe 
The railroad runs inland from 
Shanghai about two hundred 
miles 
Shan~hai is as lar~e as 
Philadelphia -
Shanghai is divided into the 
International Settlement and 
the old native city 
Shanghai International Settle-
ment was built by foreigners 
who carry on business there 
Shanghai International Settle-
ment is modern 
The part of Shanghai where the 
Chinese live has narrow 
streets full of people--
mostly coolies 
Shanghai has cotton mills 
Shanghai has silk mills 
Shanghai has flour mills 
Shanghai is a great seaport 
Shanghai has many streets that 
are canals 
Tientsin 
is 1mporta nt 
CL.OTHING 
People wear cotton clothes the 
:year round 
People wear loose-fitting clothes 
Chinese clothes look like pajamas 
Coats and trousers have cotton 
batting linings in winter 
Cloth is blue or white 
Slippers are made of cotton cloth 
Sandals are made of straw 
Farmers wear broad-brimmed straw 
hats 
Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
X 
X X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
Total 
1 
3 
1 
6 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
6 
4 
2 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
39 
40 
Texts 
A B c D E F G H Total 
The wealthier classes dress in 
silk X X 2 
Sometimes in the cities costumes 
are half Chinese, half American X 1 
Cotton thread is spun in factories X 1 
Cotton thread is spun in homes X 1 
Rich people may wear fur in winter X 1 
Shoe soles are made of many thick-
nesses of old cotton clothes X 1 
Farmers' wives weave cotton cloth 
on looms at home X 1 
EDUCATION 
For thousands of years students 
studied mainly the writings of 
Confucius X X X X X 5 
The Chinese learned how to read 
and write before our families 
did X X 2 
Confucius was a. great Chinese 
teacher who lived more than 
2000 years ago X X 2 
Confucius taught people to love 
and honor their parents, and to 
obey and respect older persons X X 2 
Ancestor worship has been a. block 
to Chinese progress X 1 
There is a. sign or mark for each 
word--no alphabet X X 2 
words start at the top of a page 
and are read down in columns X X 2 
The right-hand column of the page 
is read first X X 2 
One thousand principal symbols are 
used to make learning to read 
and write easier X 1 
There are no schools in most 
villages X 1 
Many children have no chance to 
learn to read and write X 1 
School begins in December X 1 
School closes late in March X 1 
Some children go to school in 
the morning X 1 
Some children go to school in 
the afternoon X 1 
Some parents go to school in 
the evening X 1 
China is educating many students 
in America. and other lands 
The beautiful imperial buildings 
at ·Chengtu are used as a college 
FARMS AND FARMING 
There are millions of Chinese 
farmers 
The Chinese are skillful farmers 
Chinese methods of farming are 
complex 
Farmers raise most of their food 
during the warm, wet summer 
monsoon 
Many farmers are too poor to eat 
rice--they eat cheaper grains, 
beans, and sweet potatoes 
Many people get hardly enough 
food to eat 
Farmers get more than one crop 
from the same land 
Families live in villages--not 
on their farms 
Farmers make brooms and baskets 
of bamboo which grows along 
streams 
Farming began long ago 
Farms are small 
Parts of China. are good for 
farming 
Land between villages is 
divided into fields 
All good land is used to grow 
food 
In northern China farmers grow 
wheat, barley, corn, beans, 
and sweet potatoes 
Plenty of rain on the level plains 
makes farming easy 
Crops are grown on mountain 
terraces 
Step-field' farmers sell wood to 
buy cotton 
Farm products are pushed to mar-
ket ·in wheelbarrows 
Farm products are carried on poles 
over a man's shoulder to market 
Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
X X X 
X 
X X X X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X X X 
X X 
X 
X X X X 
xxxxxxxx 
X X X X X X X 
X 
X X X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
3 
l 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
4 
8 
7 
1 
5 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
41 
42 
Texts 
ABCDEFGH Total 
Common crops are 
Rice X X X X X X X X 8 
Tea X X X X X 5 
Wheat X X X X X 5 
Barley X 1 
Beans X X X X 4 
Vegetables X X X X X 5 
soybeans X X X 3 
Corn X X 2 
Millet X 1 
More farmers raise cotton than 
formerly X 1 
Most of the people of szechwan 
are farmers X 1 
Water for the rice crop of 
Szechwan comes from a channel 
which is three thousand years 
old X 1 
FISHING 
Men fish from sampans X 1 
Men fish from many kinds of boats X 1 
Men fish with poles X 1 
Men fish with lines X 1 
Men fish with nets X 1 
Men fish for food for families X 1 
Men fish for their living X 1 
Men catch fish to sell X 1 
Men teach cormorants to catch 
fish for them X 1 
FO(!) 
Families eat boiled rice daily X X 2 
Families eat bits of pork, 
chicken or fish mixed with rice X 1 
Families eat noodles plain X 1 
Families ea.t noodles with meat and 
fish added X 1 
Families ea. t millet X X 2 
Families eat 
Bamboo shoots X 1 
Melons X X 2 
Pea.s X X X X 4 
Beans X X X X 4 
carrots X X 2 
Soy X X 2 
Bea.n curd X X 2 
Dumplings X X X 3 
Sweet potatoes X X 2 
r 
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Pickled eggs 
Bird's nest soup 
Grocers sell salt, sugar, tea 
and other foods not grown in 
gardens 
In northern China little rice 
is used 
The Chinese use much cabbage 
There is no room to grow food 
for cattle 
During famines people eat dogs, 
ca. ts, a.nd mice 
City meat shops sell horse mea.t 
a.nd donkey meat 
Camel steaks a.re sold in Peiping 
In ma.ny places the tough mea.t of 
the water buffalo is eaten 
FUEL 
Rice and wheat straw, twigs, 
weeds, and grass a.re used 
Charcoal is used in the coldest 
weather 
wood is scarce 
Coal coats more than farmers can 
pay 
Children gather fuel 
Sunshine substitutes for fuel--
the long side of the house is 
toward the south 
Hillside trees were cut down long 
ago for fuel 
The roots of bushes a.re dug up 
for fuel 
Fuel is hard to get 
GAMES AND CELEBRATIONS 
Kiteflying is a favorite sport 
"Thank the Harvest" is a yearly 
celebration 
People like entertainments 
People like make-believe 
Everyone celebrates New Year's 
Day 
Walking on stilts is a Chinese 
sport 
Children spin tops 
Children pla.y ba.ll 
Children play battledore 
Texts 
A B C D E F ' G H 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
Total 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
5 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Texts 
-:---=-=---:=--=-= ABCDEFGH 
Children play shuttlecock 
Puppet shows are popular 
Acrobatic shows are popular 
THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA 
The Wall of China is over 1200 
miles long 
The Wall of China was built by 
hand 
It took thousands of workmen to 
build the Wall of China 
The wall did not protect China 
The Great Wall was built over 
2000 years ago 
The Great Wall winds over 
mountains and through valleys 
for over 1800 miles 
It has lookout towers every so 
often 
It was built to keep out the 
grassland nomads from the north 
It did good work in the days o~ 
foot soldiers, horses, and spears 
It is no use against heavy guns 
It is about as high as a two-story 
house 
" . • • an old emperor of China 
built a wall fifteen hundred 
miles in length along one whole 
side of his country." 
The wall is twenty feet high 
The wall is twenty feet thick 
HOUSES 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Houses are inside brick walls x x 
Houses have three sides x 
Houses are one story high x 
Houses are built of brick x x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Houses have courtyards x x 
Rooms are small x 
Grandparents rooms are largest x 
Rooms open into each other x 
There are two kitchens x 
Beds are wide brick platforms x 
Bedrooms are warmed by heat from 
kitchen stoves--warmed air goes 
throu ~h pipes to bedrooms x x 
Farmers huts are of mud and have 
no chimneys, windows, or carpets x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
l 
l 
2 
2 
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Floors are of hard packed earth 
Straw is tied to the rafters with 
string which is made of hemp 
Rooms are lighted with oil lamps--
oil pressed from soybean seeds 
or nuts 
Texts 
ABCDEP'GH 
X X X 
Most Chinese people do not live in 
. comfortable homes 
X 
X 
X 
Windowpanes are white paper X X 
In the rocky mountains of the north 
houses are built of stone 
In the far south houses are built 
of strong stalks of bamboo 
Houses of Szechwan have walls of 
earth 
Roofs are thatched 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Houses in towns are of woven split 
bamboo plastered with mud 
Furniture is simple 
X 
X X 
There is no electricity in farm-
houses 
Rooms are lighted with rapeseed oil 
lamps 
INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES 
The Chinese invented printing x x 
The Chinese were the first people 
to make paper x x 
The Chinese invented porcelain x 
The Chinese were the first people 
to make chinaware x 
The Chinese were the first people 
to invent a compass x x 
The Chinese invented gunpowder x x 
The Chinese were the first to spin 
silk fibers into thread and 
weave them into cloth x x 
Chinese inventions and discoveries 
were accomplished without help 
from anyone x 
MOLBERR Y TREES AND LEAVES 
Women and children pick mulberry 
leaves 
Silkworms eat mulberry leaves 
Late in March, mulberry trees 
have buds 
Mulberry leaves are fresh in the 
spring and summer 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Total 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 I 
I 1 T---= 
II 
The Chinese have raised mulberry 
trees for hundreds of years 
PLAINS 
There are plains 
There is plenty of rain on the 
plains 
Most of the people live on the 
plains 
There are plains on both sides 
of the Yangtze River 
The Yangtze and Hwang Rivers have 
built up great plains at their 
mouths 
I RICE 
Rice is the chief food 
Rice seeds are sown in seedbeds 
Rice seedlings are about twelve 
inches hi gh 
Ri~e plants are set out in the 
fields 
Rice seedlings are planted in 
straight rows 
Rice is a thirsty plant 
Rice plants are set out in shallow 
water 
Rice farmers "toe" the muddy ground 
Sunshine. and rain make rice grow 
well · 
Rice fields are a lovely sight in 
summer 
When the stalks turn yellow, and 
the seeds start to ripen, farmers 
let the fields dry out · 
By their shouts children scare 
away birds that would steal the 
seeds 
Rice is harvested in September 
Rice is cut with sickles 
Rice is stacked in fields to dry 
Children help with the rice 
harvest 
Rice is winnowed 
Rice is stored in sheds 
Rice straw is saved for fuel and 
buffaloes 
Farmers thresh the rice grains 
by hand 
Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
XX XXXXX 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X 
xxxxxxxx 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
lt 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X X 
X 
Total 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
7 
3 
6 
6 
3 
5 
8 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
3 
5 
3 
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Texts 
A~B:--:C,..-:D,..-,E,....FG H 
The Yangtze River carves its way 
along the southern edge of the 
Red Basin 
The Hwang River is called the 
YELLOW RIVER because Hwang means 
The Yellow River 
The Yellow River rises in cold Tibet 
The Yellow River has a winding 
course 
The Yellow River overflows its banks 
and floods the plains causing de-
struction 
The Yellow River is called "China's 
Sorrow" 
The Hwang is navigable for large · 
ships only a short distance 
SEASONS 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
In central China summers are hot x x 
In central China winters are 
rather cold x 
December, January, and February 
are cold x 
China has heavier summer rainfall 
than the United States x 
Except for heavier summer rainfall, 
the same kinds of climate are in 
the different parts of China and 
the United States x x 
China has four seasons 
Seasons depend on steady winds 
called monsoons 
In summer monsoon winds blow in 
from the ocean bringing rain 
The winters in the north are cold x 
The growing season is nine months x 
SILKWORMS 
Silkworms are a kind of caterpillar x x 
The Chinese have raised silkworms 
for thousands of years x 
The Chinese raise great numbers of 
silkworms x x 
Silkworm eggs are hardly bigger 
than pinpoints x 
Tiny silkworms are hatched from 
eggs x 
Silkworms bave big appetites x 
Silkworms are fed every few hours x x 
X 
TotA.l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
Silkworms are fed fresh mulberry 
leaves x x x 
Silkworms grow fast x 
Silkworms are cared for night and 
day x 
Silkworms are raised in the spring 
and summer x 
Usually three sets of silkworms are 
raised x 
When they are three and a half 
inches long, silkworms stop 
eating x 
Cocoons are about an inch long x 
Cocoons are made of a thread-like 
fiber that comes out of the 
silkworm's head x 
Cocoons are yellow or white in 
color x 
Cocoon fibers are almost as fine 
as a cobweb thread x x 
From a cocoon a single thread is 
more than a mile long x 
Silkworms wrap themselves round 
and round with fibers x x 
Silkworms are hidden in cocoons x x 
Silkworm cocoons are the chief 
"money crop" for families x x 
Cocoons are sold to a buyer for 
a factory x 
Cocoons are dipped in hot water 
to kill the worms inside x x 
At the factory, cocoons are un-
wound x 
Cocoon fibers are twisted to 
make raw silk x x 
Silk-making began in China x x x 
Chinese silk is known all over 
the world x 
The Chinese produce much silk 
because they have cheap but 
good labor x 
The United States buys raw silk 
from China x 
SOIL 
The soil in Central China is fertne_ -x 
Fertilizer is mixed with the soil 
in the rice fields x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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Texts 
ABCDEFGH 
When the Hwang and Yangtze over-
flow their banks, they leave 
behind rich soil 
Soil in the eastern part is rich 
SOYBEANS AND SOY 
Soybeans grow fast x 
Soybeans are a winter crop x 
Soy is made from soybeans x 
Bean curd is made from soybeans x 
Soy is a brown-colored sauce 
for rice x 
Bean curd looks like cottage 
cheese x 
Roots of the soybean feed the land x 
Soybeans are used for food in more 
than four hundred ways 
Soybean milk does for a person's 
body about what cow's milk does 
Soybean oil is used as butter and 
cooking fat 
TEA 
The Chinese drink tea at every 
X 
meal x x 
Tea bushes are grown in Central 
and Southern China x 
Tea leaves are dried in a special 
way x x 
Tea leaves are steeped or soaked 
in boiling water to make a 
drink x 
The Chinese do not use cream, 
milk, lemon, or sugar in their 
tea x 
Tea is a very important crop x x 
Much tea is sent to other 
countries x 
Seeds are planted thickly in 
small beds of very rich soil x 
Farmers replant tiny sprouts 
close together in fields x 
Tea bushes are cared for care-
fully x 
Leaves are not picked until the 
pl~nts are three years old x 
Women and children gather the 
leaves three times a year x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
5 
2 
1 
4 
5 
1 
1 
6 
1 
3 
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Leaves for black tea are dried in 
the sun 
Leaves are rolled between rollers 
until they curl 
Rolled leaves are roasted over a 
fire until they turn black 
Leaves are packed in tight boxes 
to keep out moisture 
Leaves for green tea are roasted 
or steamed as soon as picked 
Leaves for green tea are roasted 
twice 
The Chinese must boil their water 
to kill disease germs, and tea 
makes boiled water taste better 
Tea is grown on hillsides that are 
too steep for rice 
Most of the tea raised in China is 
prepared by hand 
The flowers of the tea. plant are 
white and f:ragrant 
The tea plant is an evergreen shrub 
The tea: plant unpruned would grow 
to e. hei ght of between twenty and 
thirty feet 
Tea: plants are pruned, so that more 
leaves grow 
Tea farms are small 
April leaves have the finest flavor 
and are sold to rich people in 
Chinese cities 
Pickings are in April, May and late 
summer 
TRAVEL 
Modern ways of travel are few in 
China 
For travel there are 
Jinrikishas 
Boats 
Wheelbarrows 
Carts drawn by coolies 
or animals 
Sedan chairs--carried by 
two coolies 
Rickshas--pulled by coolies 
Automobiles and motor 
busses in great cities 
Trains 
Texts 
ABCDEPGH 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
xxxxxxxx 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
8 
1 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
'I 
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Texts 
Except in cities, roads are poor 
Most farmers have never been more 
than twenty miles from their 
homes 
A B C D E F G H 
X X 
I WHEAT 
Wheat is a common crop x 
Wheat can stand a good deal of 
cold x 
Wheat is planted after "Thank 
the Harvest" x 
Growing wheat rests in cold 
weather x 
Wheat is harvested late in April 
or early in May x 
The wheat seeds are ground into 
flour between a flat stone and 
a stone wheel x 
An acre yields twenty-five bushels 
of wheat in May 
WOOD 
Wood is scarce X X 
Forests were cut down long ago 
in the rainy parts 
The mountainsides above the 
stepfields are covered with 
pine trees 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Tota.1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
1 
r 
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Table II indicates how many similar facts are in one, 
two, three, four, five, six, seven, and eight of the books. 
TABLE II 
SIMILARITY OF FACTS IN 
THE EIGHT FOURTH -GRADE GECGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Similar facts found in 8 books 4 
Similar facts found in 7 books 2 
Similar facts found in 6 books 7 
Similar facts found in 5 books 12 
Similar facts found in 4 books 14 
Similar facts found in 3 books 44 
Similar facts found in 2 books 96 
Facts found in only 1 book 269 
Total facts 448 
·CLOTHING 
The fol l owing compilation of data about Clothin~ is 
presented to serve as a. source for a. comparative analysis 
i n a specific area of information for each of' the eight 
textbooks. 
VISITS IN OTHER LANDS 
Page 151 
The man who owns it the drygoods store 
sells the cotton cloth which the villa ~ers 
use for making clothes. Most of the cloth 
is either blue or white. The shopkeeper 
sells thread, needles, and buttons too, 
and the broad-brimmed straw hats that the 
farmers often wear in hot weather. 
The shoemaker makes cloth slippers and 
straw sandals· He doesn't make leather 
shoes because the villagers cannot afford 
to buy them. 
Pa ge 152 
surnai and Lots. wear cotton clothes the year 
round, but in the winter their mother puts 
thick linings of cotton batting in their 
coats and trousers to keep them warm. 
Pa ge 161 
. sumai's family must earn some money, 
for they need clothes • . . 
The mothers are lining coats and trousers 
with cotton batting, so that everyone will 
be warm when the cold weather comes. 
PEOPLES OF OTHER LANDS 
Pa ge 74 (picture) 
A school in the northern part of' China 
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I 
I 
Only a small stove heats this schoolroom. 
The children wear their little round hats 
and their coats to keep warm. The coats 
are made of two layers of cloth, padded 
with cotton. The Chinese have very little 
woolen clothing. They simply put on more 
cot ton clothing when the weather 1s cold. 
The school teacher, seated at the stove, 
wears the same kind of clothes as his 
pupils. 
Page 74 (picture) 
A Chinese lady in native costume. China 
was the first country to make silk, and 
the wealthy Chinese dress in the most 
beautiful silks they can buy. This lady 
is wearing a handsome, embroidered, loose 
silk suit, much like paja~AS• 
Page 74 (picture) 
Few of the Chinese can afford to buy 
silks • • • • His clothes are ragged 
and poor in quality, . . . 
Pa iSe 77 
The Chinese wear simple, loose-fitting 
clothes much like pajamas. Sometimes 
they wear flowing robes over these suits. 
Page 78 
They wear cheap clothes. 
OUR NEIGHBORS NEAR AND FAR 
Page 196 
They !Jhe ric~ have plenty to eat and fine 
clothes to wear. 
Page 197 
Both Ah Long and Pao Pay wear loose pantaloons 
that reach to their feet, althou~h those of Ah 
Long rure tied tight about his ankles. The boy's 
55 
jacket is a little shorter than that of 
his sister. Their shoes are of straw. 
Both children are bareheaded. The ~irl 
wears her black hair in a long braid, 
while the boy's hair is cut short. 
In winter these children wear clothes of 
cotton also. The poor people of China 
cannot afford more costly materials, such 
as wool or silk· . They keep out the cold 
with several suits of cotton. The farther 
north ~nd the colder the winter, the more 
suits of cotton each person wears. 
Their shoes, which they keep carefully 
for special occasions, are made of straw 
or of cotton with wooden soles. 
The clothes of the rich Chinese who live 
in the cities are often of the finest 
silks. Their trousers are cut after much 
the same patterns as those of the country 
folk, although instead of a jacket, the 
men wear long robes. 
Page 198 
In the lar~e cities where today there are 
many foreigners, more and more Chinese are 
seen every year dressed in clothing like 
that of people of our own country. Some-
times their costumes are half-Chinese, half-
American. They like especially our leather 
shoes, for they are far stronger than those 
of cotton or silk made on the old Chinese 
patterns. 
Pa ge 201 
Blue-coated men and women wade about ~m~n~ 
the green plants in the water-covered fields · 
The thread is spun and wo~en both in factories 
and in the homes of the farmers. Blue is the 
color preferred by the Chinese. All along our 
routes we see men, women, and children in -blue 
cotton suits, at work in the fields, in the 
villages and the cities. 
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HOW PEOPLE LIVE 
Page 167 
With the money he gets for it ~e~ he 
buys some of the dark-blue cotton cloth 
which most Chinese wear, and a few other 
things that he needs. 
Page 168 
About four hundred and s event y-fi ve 
million people live in the ~reat country 
of China, and most of them dress in 
cotton clothes. 
GEOGRAPHY AROUND THE WORLD 
Page 144 
The men wear blue cotton trousers tied 
around the waist, and lon~ blue cotton 
gowns. When they are working in the 
fields, they tuck the gowns into the 
waistbands of their trousers. Sometimes 
they take off the gowns, and often they 
go barefoot. sometimes they wear sandals 
of rice straw or of grass, tied on wi th 
strips of cotton cloth• 
The wives of the farmers wear lon~ blue 
cotton trousers and loose cotton shirts 
which come down wide to their hips. 
They wear black clmth shoes with soles 
of many layers of cloth pasted and sewed 
firmly together. Little boys dress like 
their fathers, little girls like their 
mothers. Because the indi ~o plant grows 
well in the Red Basin, blue is the color 
most frequently used. 
Garments of cotton are not very warm. 
When the winter wind blows cold from 
the mountains, these garments are not 
warm enough. Yet cotton cloth is the 
only kind which the farmers of this 
re gion have. No sheep are raised, so 
there is no wool· Of course there is 
silk in China, but silk is much to ex-
pensive for the poor farmers to use. 
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Page 145 
The women have learned to give more 
warmth to cotton by quilting fluffed 
cotton fiber between two layers of 
cloth. In cold weather everyone wears 
quilted garments. Children often wear 
several gowns or pairs of trousers, 
one on top of another, for warmth. 
Page 154 
. from the poles fluttered shirts 
and trousers and dresses drying in the 
sun and the breeze. . . clothes have 
to be dried some way. 
GEOGRAPHY AROUND THE WORLD 
Page 267 
The people wear thick clothes instead. 
In wintertime the Chinese wear very 
thick clothes. If the people are rich, 
they may wear fur. If they are not 
rich, the clothes may be of quilted 
cotton, which is aiso very warm. 
Page 281 {Picture) 
The winters in northern China and in 
the mountains are cold· To keep warm 
the people dress in clothing made of 
cotton batting. 
NEIGHBORS AROUND THE WORLD 
Pa ge 104 
People of Mr. Ling's village buy 
little cotton yarn made in factories. 
women make it into cloth on hand looms. 
women make clothes of the cloth. 
Thousands of Chinese farmers' wives 
work at weaving. 
1/ 
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Farmers' wives make shoes of cotton 
cloth. 
The Chinese farm woman also makes 
shoes of cotton cloth. When cloth1n~ 
has been worn to ra~s, the pieces can 
still be used for shoe soles. The 
women sew many layers of old cloth 
together to make the sole of a shoe. 
The top of the shoe is made of a 
piece of new cloth which is sewed 
firmly to the sole .. 
Page 106 
New Year's Day is the time to wear 
new clothes. 
Page 168 
Common clothes are all made of cotton. 
. . . ships unload 
the United States. 
clothes for people 
Belt. 
bales of cotton from 
This makes the 
in the Chinese Cotton 
JOURNEYS THROUGH MANY LANDS 
Page 133 
The Chinese belong to the yellow race, 
have straight dark hair, de. rk slanting 
eyes, and wear light loose-fitting 
clothing made of cotton. The wealthier 
classes dress in silk· The poorer fol~ 
wear big hats made of straw to shade 
themselves from the hot rays or the sun. 
Page 136 
These people lead a hard life. 
clothes are of coarse cotton; . 
Pa ge 139 
Their 
They also raise a great deal of cotton 
out of which to make their loose cotton 
clothing for summer a.nd their padded 
cotton winter clothing. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The factual information in the eight textbooks varies 
considerably. Of the four hundred forty-eight pertinent 
geographic facts found, two hundred sixty-nine were in one 
book only. Only four similar facts were found in all texts. 
Table I shows that the factual material available on 
some geographic aspects of China is more complete in some 
texts than in others. t"or example, Text A, Visits in Other 
~ands, appears to contain more complete information about 
Rice and S 11 kworms than other texts; Text C, Our Nei$bors 
~ear and Far, about Animals; and Text E, Geographz Around 
the world, about Cities· 
----
The descriptions of each of the eight texts indicate 
that there are similarities and differences in the methods 
of presentation. Each description implies the adequacy of 
the particular text. As a whole, they point to a need for 
careful attention to the presentation of' geographic data. 
They reveal that, in the same book, one method frequently 
tapers off into another, as is the case in World Geographz 
for Elementary Schools wherein the we-take-a-trip-with and 
the we-visit presentations dwindle to an unadulterated 
series of facts. 
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These eight descriptions also indicate various attitudes 
or interpretations which, intentionally or otherwise, pervade 
the texts and plant the seeds of appreciation or doubt in the 
minds of children beginning the study of geography. General-
ly speaking, the child who reads: 
In spite of all their hard work, the 
people like those of Sumai' s villR.ge 
are not able to have many things that 
they don't really need. But if they 
get enough food from their tiny farms 
and enough money to buy the other 
things they need, they are happy. Be-
cause they work hard for what they 
have, they enjoy it. 
in Visits in Other Lands will re gard the children of China 
with understanding. 
Occasionally statements of approximation in the different 
textbooks are of considerable variance. For example, Peoples 
of Other Lands states: 
It was built over 2000 years a 30 and winds 
around over mountains and through valleys 
for a distance of over 1800 miles; 
and How People Live states: 
People who lived long, lon~ a go often 
built walls around their cities and 
towns, but an old emperor of China built 
a wall fifteen hundred miles in length 
along one whole side of his country. 
The compilation of material on Cllothin.g in the eight 
geography textbooks shows that, while clothin ~ is not actually 
overlooked in any of the textbooks, some of them have vivid 
descriptions of Chinese clothes, and others mention them in 
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a quite cursory and unimpressive manner. 
The text of any one of these ei ght geographies would have 
a unique influence upon the children using it. Nei.~hbors 
Around the world, with its nicely-drawn comparisons of farming 
methods in the corn belt of the United States and China, and 
its story of Chang 's reading lesson, would help children to 
understand the Chinese as "neighbors·'~ 
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